V-SenseTM Series + Profile X1©
User Guide
The Vericom V-SenseTM series of data acquisition instruments and Profile X1© analysis software is a
combination of sensor instrumentation and analysis software that offers significant flexibility for testing
nearly any moving object or vibration application. If you can find a way to attach the V-Sense POD to the
test object, you can quickly and easily collect the targeted data (for many applications, the heavy-duty
vacuum cup mounting system provided with the package is the perfect option for mounting the sensor
unit). The test files are then analyzed with the Vericom Profile X1 analysis software. Vericom Profile X1
is also very easy to use – yet very sophisticated and powerful. Optionally, you can elect to add up to 12
external analog sensors to the V-Sense POD for collection of a wide variety of data from almost any low
voltage analog sensor (0-5v).

What’s Included:
•
•
•

Wall Charger/Power Supply
12V DC Charger (Automobile)
Heavy Duty Vacuum Cup Mount

The V-Sense User Guide is at Vericom
Website, on the USB Drive, or found on
Profile X1 under the Tools menu screen.

V-Sense POD LED Panel – Power ON/OFF, Battery, Connected:
Press and hold the power button
(hold for ~3 seconds to power on or off). The light on the far left of
the LED panel will illuminate when power is ‘on.’ The 4 LED lights on the right side of the LED panel
indicate the battery level of the V-Sense POD.
Power Button V-Sense is ON V-Sense Connected Light V-Sense POD Battery Level

Connect a V-Sense POD to the Tablet or PC with wireless Bluetooth: The tablet is preloaded with the
Vericom V-Sense Director application. It is also preconfigured to connect to the V-Sense POD included
within the case. While 1 tablet can be configured to connect to multiple V-Sense PODs, it is recommended
that the tablet and POD that shipped together are repacked in the same case. To connect the tablet/PC
to the V-Sense POD with the Bluetooth, power on the POD and then open the Tools screen on the Vericom
V-Sense Director app (tablet) or Profile X1 (PC). From the drop-down box, select the POD for the
connection. Then click the ‘Connect’ button. Once the POD is connected, the connection box will show a
green check mark and the connect button will become a ‘Disconnect’ button.
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Connect a V-Sense POD to a PC: To connect a
V-Sense POD to a PC with the USB cable,
connect the cable and power the POD. When
the POD is on and connected with the USB
cable, Profile will automatically connect. To
disconnect the POD, simply power off the POD or disconnect the USB cable. Connecting a V-Sense POD
using Bluetooth requires following the same process as described for connecting a POD to the tablet.
Connect the micro-USB end on the USB cable to the POD micro-USB connector. Connect the common
USB end (rectangular shape) to the PC USB port.
Connect micro-USB to the V-Sense POD. Then
use the common ‘rectangular port on the PC for
the other end of the USB cable. Do not use the
rectangular USB from the POD to PC or Tablet!

Profile X1 Screens (PC)

The Profile X1© software includes 5 primary screens: Start
Testing, File Setup, Sensor Setup, Manage Tests, and
Tools. The V-Sense Director tablet app incudes 1
additional screen for basic test viewer capability (Test
Viewer).

V-Sense Director
(Tablet App)
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The Start Testing view includes
common Sensor Setup options and
is the screen from where all testing
is initiated. This screen includes
the ‘Send Test Setup’ button –
which is used to send the test
instructions to the V-Sense POD.
Later in this User Guide, you will
find additional details regarding
the Start Testing screen.

File Setup
The File Setup screen for both Profile X1 and
the tablet app (V-Sense Director) provide the
same general functionality. Use the File Setup
screen to add context and information that you
want to attach to the test file. As desired you
can add a Test ID, Operator ID, and additional
description information for a specific test. A
File Setup can be saved with a specific name
and reused as needed. In addition, if a Test ID
is added, that Test ID is included with the test
file name by adding that information to the
beginning of the file name.
The File Setup details can be reviewed from Profile X1. Open a test file, select the Display Settings tab,
click on the ‘information’ icon for the specific test. After clicking on the ‘information’
icon, a pop-up
window will show the File Setup and Sensor Setup information.
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Sensor Setup
The Sensor Setup screen is where you define the sensors that are ‘ON/OFF’ for each specific test. In
addition, this is where the Start/Stop Triggers and Alarms are defined. The Sensor Setup area is also
used to identify the sensor data you want to view on the testing screen while a test is in progress (using
the Monitored Sensors tab).

Max G’s: The V-Sense POD includes a full 3-axis accelerometer that can be set for a maximum of 2G, 4G,
8G, or 16G. For most common vehicle tests (typical brake tests, road geometry testing, general vehicle
acceleration testing, haul road testing in mining operations), 2G is enough to capture critical data. If you
expect the test to create Gs at a higher level, select the G range desired. As an example, low speed crash
testing (5 MPH) usually generates data less than 8G while higher speed crash tests (15-25 MPH) can
generate data that will exceed 15Gs. (In the previous examples, the Gs experienced depends on the crash
test details). When testing for vibration applications, you may also want to use a higher G setting – as
many vibration environments can be violent and generate very high Gs. If you are unsure, conduct a pretest and review the data to verify the G range maximum that is best for the proposed test.
Sample Rate (Hz): The Sample Rate for each test is set by selecting the desired rate from the drop-down
menu box. The Sample Rate defines the number of times per second the data is collected and stored for
the test file. As an example, a sample rate of 1Hz means that the test file will include the data as measured
1 time each second. With a setting of 1 Hz, a 10 second test will include 10 data points for each active
sensor. At a sample rate of 1000 Hz, the test file will include 1000 data points per second for every sensor
that was turned on. Some sensors do not have new data at a rate of 1000 times per second. In cases
where the selected sample rate exceeds the capability of the sensor, the data from that sensor is repeated.
A test set at a Sample Rate of 1000 Hz with a test duration of 3.8 seconds will include a data file of 3,800
data points (creating a table of 3,800 rows). Anytime a test is expected to last less than 15 seconds, a
sample rate of 100 Hz, 500 Hz or 1000Hz is usually the best option. When the test is expected to last more
than 30 seconds, a sample rate of 100Hz or less is recommended. While you can conduct a test at a higher
sample rate for a long duration, it is important to understand that the size of the test file can become
large very quickly. Larger files (tests with a time duration of more than 60 seconds) will take more time
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to load to your PC if the sample rate is set to 1000Hz. If you do have a large test file, it is recommended
that you do NOT load the test file to the tablet for review with the V-Sense Director app (the

computational processor on the tablet cannot efficiently handle the larger files). At the end of each test,
a dialog box is displayed to ask if you would like to load the file from the V-Sense POD to the tablet/PC. If
you select ‘NO’ and do not load the test file, the test file is always saved to the V-Sense POD for later
download and review at a PC with Profile X1 – data is NOT lost by declining to load for immediate viewing
on the tablet/PC.
V-Sense Speed & Distance: The V-Sense Speed and Distance is the speed and distance as determined by
the accelerometer data. Check this box if you want to save the accelerometer speed and distance data
with the test file. It is recommended that this box is ONLY checked when the test is 15 seconds or less
AND the test object motion is essentially ‘straight’. Any test that involves turns (lateral Gy data),
significant rotation (gyro data) of the test object, or changes in slope over the testing distance will result
in ‘odd’ V-Sense Speed and Distance. If the test is expected to include significant Y, Z or gyro data, do NOT
check the V-Sense Speed & Distance box. Saving V-Sense Speed & Distance data is typically used for transit
brake testing, drag factor tests for crash investigations, and other similar ‘straight line’ tests that last less
than 2-10 seconds. The V-Sense Speed and Distance is also useful for ‘drag racing’ applications.
Gyro Settings: The V-Sense POD includes a 3-axis gyro that measures rotation of the test object in all
directions: PITCH, YAW, and ROLL. It is recommended that the Gyro Setting be turned on for most tests.
The Gyro data can be helpful with analysis. Since the V-Sense POD includes a capacity of 16 GB flash
memory, the primary constraint for test file size is the selection of a high Sample Rate. The Gyro data is
not large and thus it is better to leave the gyro set to ‘on’ if you have any doubts about the value of the
potential data.

GPS Data: If you want to map the test data to a satellite image of the test location, the GPS Location
setting must be ON. To save the GPS speed data, set that toggle switch to ON. To analyze the slope of a
test area, turn on the GPS Altitude data. The GPS data is collected from the available satellites at a sample
rate of 10 Hz (10 times per second). With a flash memory capability of 16 GB, there is plenty of space to
save GPS data with most tests. Again, you might want to be more careful selecting the sensors that are
set as ON when you expect to have a longer test with a higher sample rate of 1000 Hz. As an example, a
test that lasts roughly 80 seconds at 100 Hz with all sensors ON will generate a data file with 8000 data
points consuming approximately 250KB of memory. NOTE: The time on the POD is automatically updated
when it receives a good GPS signal.
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Zeroing: The idea of defining when/how the V-Sense POD should ‘zero’ itself for the test is very important
to understanding the test data. The process of defining when to ‘Zero’ and which ‘Zero’ to use for a test
is important for a successful test and sensor setup. Prior to starting any test, the V-Sense POD must be
told which ‘zero’ reference to use for the test. The action of ‘Zeroing’ the VSense POD is done to establish the reference point to compare all test data. The
‘Zeroing’ process is also used to allow for mounting the V-Sense POD in a
manner that does NOT require the POD to be ‘level.’ If the POD is mounted in a
manner that is reasonably ‘level’ with the X, Y, and Z axis; the zero process
ensures the collected data is accurate for the test as compared to a reference
point that matches how the POD is mounted on the test object. In addition, as
an example, the TRUE ZERO for all Vericom V-Sense POD is the flat surface located in the Vericom test
facility used as the calibration surface. It is on that surface that every V-Sense POD is calibrated after the
POD is fully assembled and ready for shipment to our customers. That is known as the ‘Factory Zero’. As
an example, if you decide to use the ‘Factory Zero’, you are telling the V-Sense POD that all test data
should be compared to the Factory Zero as stored in the memory of that specific V-Sense POD.
Added Test Data: The ‘Added Test Data’ option is intended for use with
any test in which you desire to have data that was collected a few
moments prior to the V-Sense POD registering the ‘Start Trigger’ and/or
data that was collected a few moments after the ‘Stop Trigger.’ This
setup option allows for adding data that was collected 0, 50, 100, 150,
and 200 milliseconds prior to or after the Start/Stop trigger. If you elect
to have Pre-Test data, you will notice the first data will be logged in the
data file as happening at ‘negative’ time.
Triggers and Alarms: The Triggers
and Alarms screen is for setting the
Start/Stop triggers and Alarms for
the test. For both the Triggers and
Alarms when using the data from a
sensor as the activation point to
Start/Stop a test or to log an Alarm,
the system requires that you define
if the trigger/alarm is to operate
based on passing the trigger/alarm
point from a lower level to a higher level or from a high level to a lower level. As an example, if the test
is to Start when the GPS speed passes 10 MPH, select GPS Speed from the drop-down list for Start Trigger.
Then select the ‘GREATER THAN’ option (>) and enter 10. This tells the V-Sense POD to start the test when
the GPS speed first exceeds 10 MPH from a starting point speed that is lower than 10 MPH. As another
example, if you wanted to trigger the test to start when Gx first hits -0.1Gx from an accelerating vehicle
(this might be a common setup for a brake test), the trigger would be set to activate when Gx is ‘LESS
THAN’ (<) -0.1Gx. In this case, since the test object is expected to be accelerating at a positive Gx level
prior to beginning the braking event, the start trigger is set to activate when Gx approaches from a high
Gx level to a lower Gx level (remember, -5 is actually ‘less than’ -1; meaning -5 is technically a smaller
number than -1). Use the image below to help define when you should use the GREATER THAN or LESS
THAN symbol for the specific Start/Stop trigger or Alarm setpoint.
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Start/Stop Triggers: To set a Start/Stop trigger click the drop-down box and select from the options
provided. If a sensor is used as a start/stop trigger, you will need to define from which direction the trigger
is to be activated. This is where you will select the ‘greater than’ or ‘less than’ option. The option to use
Time of Day or Elapsed Time from the test initiation are also choices for use as a start/stop trigger.
*The example triggers below could be used for a test used to determine how quickly a car can begin a
braking test followed by accelerating to 15 MPH after the car comes to a full stop. This test will start when
the car experiences braking of -0.2 Gx from a higher Gx level – the test will stop when the car achieves a
speed greater than 15 MPH as approached from a slower speed.

Setting Alarms:

Setting alarms is like setting the Start/Stop
triggers. Click the drop-down box for Alarm 1
and select the sensor for which you want the
Alarm to be tied to. Then determine when the
Alarm should activate – either when the data
approaches from a lower data point (use
Greater Than ‘>’) or from a higher data point
(use Less Than ‘<’). When the test is in
progress, each time an alarm is triggered, the data will include the event. Using the graphing tool, Alarm
events can be added to the graph. You can also change the color of the event marker lines.
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Monitored Sensors: The Monitored Sensors view provides a list of sensors that can be selected for
viewing on the screen of the tablet/PC in ‘near-real-time’ as the test is in progress. Select a sensor data
element and use the arrows to add/remove the sensor from the Monitored Sensors box.

Manage Tests
The Manage Tests view provides the tools required for viewing the list of tests as stored on the PC
(requires Profile X1) or V-Sense POD. When viewing tests stored on the connected V-Sense POD, you can
elect to select an entire list of tests or specific test files to import to your PC. You can also delete test files
from the PC/tablet or POD. In addition, saved Slope Tests are viewable from the ‘Saved Slope Results’
tab. The navigation and definition of the folders/directories that are available for saving V-Sense POD
tests are defined using the ‘Edit Test Run Directories’ button from the ‘Downloaded Tests’ tab (see the
image below). After test files are loaded to your PC, the primary use of the Manage Tests view is to open
a test file for graphing and data analysis.
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When reviewing a list of tests as shown on the Downloaded Tests view or when viewing the
directory/folder in which the tests are stored, the name of the test file has the following structure:

If a Test ID is added as part of the File Setup, that is the first part of the test file name.

Test Analysis
All test analysis is conducted with the Vericom Profile X1 software.
The tablet app (V-Sense Director) can be used to review some basic
data of a test. Any detailed analysis is dedicated to Profile X1. To
begin the test analysis process, you can either open a test file by using
the ‘OPEN TEST RUN FILE’ button, ‘OPEN ANALYSIS FILE’ button, or by
selecting a test file from the Manage Tests view within Profile X1. To
select a test for analysis, click the check-box of the test and then click
the ‘graph’ icon. After clicking the graph icon the test file is opened
in the analysis view. To view multiple tests on the same graph, you
can select multiple tests (by clicking the check box) and again click the
graph icon. See the image below as an example.

When using Profile for newly created tests, the test file must first be imported from the V-Sense POD to
a computer that is running Vericom Profile X1. Connect a V-Sense POD via the USB cable or with the
Bluetooth connection feature. Note: loading files is much faster using the USB cable. Once a V-Sense POD
is connected, click the ‘V-Sense POD Tests’ view
to show the list of test files stored on the
connected V-Sense POD. Click the check box
next to the test files intended for import. Then
click the ‘Import’ button. When the files are
imported, they will display on the Downloaded
Tests view and show as ‘Synced’ in the list
window.
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Graph View: Open a test file for analysis and the view will first show a graph of the Gx, Gy, and Gz data.
The basic graph tools from the graph view include adding a Data Cursor and/or Average Cursors to the
graph. The legend for the graph can be moved by hovering over the legend, then click-drag the upper left

corner of the legend box. The other basic capabilities available from the graph view include options to
copy/print/save an image of the graph, zooming in on a specific range of the graph, saving the version of
an edited graph view as a new ‘Analysis File.’ The other more advanced graphing capabilities are found
by clicking on the Edit Series, Display Settings, and Map tabs.
Data Table: The Data Table view shows the data for all sensors that were set as ‘On.’ From the Data Table
view, click the check box next to any sensor to add/remove that data set from the table. Each column can
be resized or moved left/right. Click the ‘Link Table to Graph Zoom’ and the data table will resize to ONLY
show the data that is within the range selected
from the graph zoom sliders. Use the Export
button to export the table as edited to a Microsoft
Excel file. The exported table will also align with
the ‘zoom’ view.

You can also sort the data or search for a specific
data range by clicking on the column headers.
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Sort data of a column from maximum-tominimum or minimum-to-maximum by
clicking on the top of the column for the
intended data series. The rest of the data
table will sort to align with the ‘sorted’
column. The Data Table screen also
provides the capability to search a data
series. Hover over the desired column
header and click on the down ‘triangle’
indicator. A pop-up box will display with
search options.

Edit Series: The Edit Series tab is the primary set of tools that manage which data elements are shown
on the graph and how the y-axis is managed. With the Edit Series functions, you can add multiple y-axis
data elements to match the various data items selected. To view the slope of a test area, set the x-axis
to GPS Distance (the GPS Altitude sensor must be on during the test to show the slope of a test area).
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Display Settings: The Display Settings view provides tools to edit the basics of data displayed on the
graph. The ability to change the units between Imperial/Metric, adjust the acceleration units from Gs to
distance/time, as well as adding a Title and editing the font size of the graph legend. Explore the options
and tools provided from the Display Settings view to adjust how the graph data is displayed.

G Summation: The G Summation options allow you to display the individual acceleration axis data or
combined X+Y or X+Y+Z.
Rotation Adjustments: The Rotation Adjustments provide the option to compensate acceleration data
based on the amount of rotation. Typically, rotational adjustments are used when the test object
rotates significantly while accelerating. As an example, a larger truck or bus will often have significant
forward pitch rotation when testing for braking/stopping capability. Using the Rotation Adjustment
options, the Gx, Gy, or Gz data can be smoothed and reduces to account for the effect rotation has on
acceleration data.
G Smoothing: The Smoothing setting will reduce noise data from your data set and graph. Select the
preferred Smoothing parameter desires for the test. Typically, a Smoothing setting of 3 is appropriate
for low vibration tests and tests that have a sample rate of 100Hz or less. With higher vibration testing
events or testing that uses a sample rate of 1000 or more, you may elect to smooth the noise in the data
by selected a higher G Smoothing. The settings allow for a smoothing of 1 (no smoothing) to 9
(maximum smoothing). To understand how the setting affects the data and graph, experiment with a
graph and G Smoothing.
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Map: To view the test data on a map of the test location, simply click on the Map tab. The map will
show the start/stop of the test (Green Flag / Red Flag), the average cursors (shown as the + sign), and
the data cursor (shown as the circle with center target). The colors of these items can be edited via the
Edit Series and Display Settings views. If showing the Superelevation and Radius of a road geometry test
is important, you can click the check box ad that data is shown based on the location of the average
cursors. You can click between the map view or satellite image view as desired.
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Active Test View: After the File
Setup and Sensor Setup are defined
for a test, start the test from the
Start Testing screen. Review the
basic test setup information as
shown on the Start Testing screen
to verify the setup is correct. You
can also select a new File Setup or
Sensor Setup by selecting an option
from the drop-down box.

After clicking on the Send Test Setup button, the screen
will display the Execute Test viewer. For the first few
seconds (typically 3-10 seconds) the screen will show a
‘working spinner’ that is active while the POD is being
configured for the test. After the POD is ready, the screen

will show the ‘Start Test’ view. This means the
POD is ready – BUT the POD is not ‘listening’ for
the Start Trigger. When you are ready to set the
POD to conduct the test, click the Start Test
button. Once the test is started, the view will
change to show the active data as being sensed
by the POD. Only data for those selected
‘Monitored Sensors’ is displayed on the Execute
Test screen.
If the Start Trigger is set as the Tablet/PC, the start
trigger button will highlight ‘blue.’ If you did select
Tablet/PC as the trigger, click that button when ready.
After the Start Trigger is sensed, the tablet/PC will
beep and the background of the sensor data on the
screen is shown as green (to indicate test data is being
collected and saved in the file).

At anytime prior to the Stop Trigger being sensed,
clicking the Cancel Test button will cancel the test (no
data is saved - no test file is created). At the end of
the test (Stop Trigger), the screen will blink ‘red’ and
the tablet/PC will beep.

